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You can help the wiki too!
Repaid in desperation, but...

Slaughter those lizard men.

The swamp elementals were taken out in an instant...
ALL OF YOU, RUN!

those aren't like the enemies we fought up to now!

GO BACK AND TELL ZARYUSU AND THE CHIEFS ABOUT THIS!

BUT ...
WE'LL BUY YOU SOME TIME!

...EVEN IF WE HAVE TO THROW AWAY OUR LIVES.

THEY'VE SPREAD THEMSELVES OUT TO AVOID BEING WIRED OUT ALL AT ONCE...
FOOLS.
I see, so the Head Warriors...

Looks like it's our turn.

Yeah...

It's quite possible. It took out half the Swamp Elementals in a single attack.

That thing is probably that Great Being's right-hand man. It's either the leader of their army or their trump card...

How will you get near it?
Can the druids help us hide in the wetland so we can get closer?

In that case, that will be difficult, maybe if we could cast "invisibility"...

There's a distance of 100 meters, we'll need to do something about those fireballs.

If we just rush in blindly, we'll only serve as targets.

Why not just make a shield to protect us?

A shield...

Perhaps it might work...

And where will we get the materials for that shield?

Just break down a few of the houses around here. Can't we do that? No, we can't.

What is it, Zaryusu?
IF IT'S A SHIELD WE NEED, THEN WE MIGHT JUST HAVE ONE...

WELL...
IN THE END, THIS IS THE BEST THEY CAN DO...

BUT THEY WON'T JUST STAND AROUND AND DO NOTHING...
THEY SENT OUT A HYDRA.

FOOLISH, DO YOU THINK YOU CAN REACH ME WITH THOSE SLOW LEGS OF YOURS?

OH? SO THEY SENT OUT A HYDRA...
You're just some beast, to resist the power that I was granted by the Supreme One...
Why don't it stop?

Why does it continue to run towards me?
... Only 4 heads? It must be a deformed Hydra.

... Do you want to come with me?
YOU INSOLENT...
ICY BURST!
THANK YOU, RORO!
I was granted this magic by the Supreme One, for a mere lizard like you...

He negated my fireball?!

That's impossible!

In that case...

I doubt he can keep using that ability, but I can't cast fireballs carelessly anymore...

Take this!

"Lightning!"
FROST RAIN CAN BLOCK FIRE AND ICE.

BUT I DON'T THINK I CAN DEAL WITH LIGHTNING... WHAT SHOULD I DO?

LEAVE THIS TO ME!
Hah! That was nothing!

So they aren't just any old lizards

I see...

They shall be offerings for me to show my true power with!
DON'T WORRY.

WE CAN DO IT.

HEH, THIS'LL BE FUN!

YOU'RE RIGHT.
Bow your heads down and I will grant you a painless death.

I am the Elder Lich that serves the Supreme One, Iglua.

Hah!

We refuse!
YOU WOULD REFUSE MERCY ...

THEN

YOU WILL SUFFER AGONIZING DEATHS!
"Earth Bind!"

STOP HIM!
FOOL! I SHALL TEACH YOU WHAT FEAR IS!

"SCARE!"
ZARY-USU!

...HOW ANNOYING!

"LION'S HEART!"

GH...
CRUSH!

"LIGHTNING!
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I NEED TO
CLOSE THE DISTANCE
YOU'RE TOO SLOW!

DON'T UNDERESTIMATE ME, LIZARD-MAN!

YOU LET A WARRIOR GET CLOSE TO YOU, MAGIC CASTER! DON'T THINK YOU CAN CAST MAGIC ANYMORE!
...This much is nothing!
CURSE YOU!
LOWLY LIZARDMAN!

"CURED WOUNDS: MIDDLE."
CruSch, ZenBeru, and Rororo...

I'm not the only one fighting you.

ACCURED LIZARDMEN...

For their sakes, I cannot lose!
YOU CANNOT DEFEAT ME!

I WAS CREATED BY THE SUPREME BEING,

"SUMMON BEAST TIER 3"

FOOL...

SNAP GRASP
ALRIGHT! I'LL LEAVE THOSE TWO TO YOU!
'CURES WOUNDS MIDDLE'

I CAN'T LOSE CONSCIOUSNESS HERE...
HAAH

That's two...

I won't eat any mud crabs for a while.

I should thank that crab.

But there's still two left...

Throb.

Looks like I used it as a shield a few too many times...

Aren't you in worse shape than the time you fought me?

... Hey, Zaryu-su, you're covered in wounds.
WHAT A MASSIVE BACK.

HE’S FIGHTING AN ELDER LICH ALL ON HIS OWN...

CRUSCH HAS ALSO GONE WELL PAST HER LIMIT.

IT’S IMPRESSIVE.

... HAH!

I CAN’T BE THE FIRST ONE TO COLLAPSE!
YOU'RE IN THE WAY?

I CAN'T SEE HIS

COOL BACK!
IT'S MY TURN NOW!

IT'S UP TO YOU NOW!

ZARYUSU, WE'RE DONE HERE!

IN THAT CASE,
Is he planning to use Lightning again?

I am the Elder Lich Iguva, it is best if you don't underestimate me!

Even he won't get away unscathed by it at this distance.
HE'S AIMING

FOR THEM!

TSK...
ICY BURST

GAGH!
... now where could he be?

It was powerful enough to block my "fireball."

There's no way he's fine in this cold...
GAAGH!
This is the limit...

Though frost pain's cold resistance helped.

How are you still alive?!

Aargh

I-I am a servant created by the supreme one...

I will not let you destroy me!
MAN!
LIZARD!
DIE!

GUARD
Cru sch...

Zenbe eru...

Roro roo...
...?! IMPOSSIBLE!
HOW CAN YOU STILL MOVE?!

YOU

MONSTER!

HAAA!
AAARGH!

... this can't... be... happening...
P-PLEASE... FORGIVE... ME... LORD...
AI... ZZ...
THAT WAS WELL DONE.
TRULY IMPRESSIVE.
SIR COCTUS, LORD AINZ IS CALLING FOR YOU.

UNDERSTOOD.

...HOW REGRET-TABLE.

IT TRULY IS A WASTE...

ALLOW ME TO AT LEAST SHOW YOU RESPECT.

TO BE CONTINUED